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Whose Justice? When Māturīdi Meets MacIntyre 

Ramon Harvey

Introduction

When Muslim intellectuals seek to engage in the great debates of the con-
temporary world – and the theory and practice of justice is a central one – 
they are caught on the horns of a dilemma. Though wanting to declare that 
there is a distinct Islamic notion of justice, reflecting the guidance of rev-
elation, they also want to insist that their vision of justice is in some sense 
universal and able to bring Muslims into common cause with other mem-
bers of society. What is needed is a kind of metatheory that can account for 
the way that adherents of religious traditions can engage in reasoned public 
debate without compromising core commitments, such as to the revealed 
nature of their scripture or the binding nature of its divine law. 

 Enter Alasdair MacIntyre. In several celebrated works, he makes a pow-
erful argument that whereas any given tradition of enquiry can advance 
universal claims about justice, their justification necessarily occurs within 
a historically conditioned framework of thought. His work is so signifi-
cant, in part, because of its role within intellectual attempts to “avoid being 
forced into a false choice between a contested claim for a universal moral 
rationality or moral relativism”.1 While MacIntyre has made transforma-
tive interventions in the field of moral philosophy, I argue that his meta-
theory of tradition-constituted enquiry is of moment for the contemporary 
articulation of a comprehensive Muslim theology.2 This is because it gives 
a coherent theoretical framework for balancing the following three key 
ingredients in a religious tradition: the sanctity of scriptural sources; the 
relevance of a given intellectual tradition for reading and interpreting 
them; and the continuous possibility of rereading and reinterpreting them 
in the light of new thought and experience. 

-
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Although I will focus on the question of ethics, this cannot be divorced 
within Islamic tradition from the theology in which it is embedded. In my 
previous work on the ethical worldview of the Qur’an, I proposed that 
constructively building on the system of the eponymous fourth/tenth cen-
tury Muslim theologian Abū ManŚūr al-Māturīdī (d. 333/944) can contrib-
ute to a contemporary theology of justice.3 It has become almost a cliché in 
Islamic studies that the Māturīdite tradition, despite its historic importance 
for Muslim civilization, has received far less scholarly attention than the 
Ash¢arite or Mu¢tazilite schools of thought. There are some signs that this 
is starting to change, including the new publication of primary sources by 
significant figures in the tradition and an increase in secondary literature.4 

The focus of these productions has tended to be on questions of intellectual 
history and, with the notable exception of mainly modern works in Turk-
ish5 there has been less of an attempt to discuss contemporary questions 
through a Māturīdite frame.

My first task in this chapter will be to provide a critical synopsis of Mac-
Intyre’s framework for staging debate between diverse traditions. Thereaf-
ter, I will briefly discuss his significant critique of modern liberal concep-
tions of justice, which remain a dominant force within Western thought, 
before moving on to outline my own approach from within the Islamic 
tradition. I will sketch the key features of a Māturīdite natural law theory, 
including the central place of God’s wisdom in grounding justice on the 
wise purposes of the natural and divine law. Finally, I will suggest how this 
Islamic perspective could represent the ethical claims of its liberal counter-
parts, assess its own rational justification and map out a potential route to a 
more coherent picture of justice.

I should note that in framing my discussion in terms of opposition 
and debate between liberal and Islamic conceptions of justice, this chap-
ter is pitched entirely at the level of philosophical and ethical enquiry into 
truth, not that of pragmatic political decision-making. This means that the 
question of Muslim commitment and participation within concrete liberal 
political orders, especially in the West, will not be broached here.6 

MacIntyre’s Tradition-constituted Enquiry

The theme of tradition-constituted enquiry has been a central plank of 
Alasdair MacIntyre’s contribution to moral philosophy. First fully intro-
duced as one part of the argument in his 1981 After Virtue, he fleshed it 
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out considerably in its epistemological and historical dimensions in 1988’s 
Whose Justice? Which Rationality?, before testing its theses yet further in 
1990’s Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry.7 During the following three 
decades, he has continued to develop his position, including participating 
in collected volumes along with his critics in 1994’s After MacIntyre and 
2009’s Intractable Disputes about the Natural Law, and writing a further related 
monograph, 2016’s Ethics in the Conflicts of Modernity. The intense scrutiny 
that MacIntyre’s work has survived prompts David Trenery’s assessment 
that his theory of tradition-constituted enquiry is comparable in impor-
tance to that of Thomas S. Kuhn on the study of scientific revolutions.8 
In fact, he can be understood as having extended Kuhn’s idea of paradigm 
beyond the natural sciences.

MacIntyre’s thesis is that any systematic intellectual enquiry cannot pro-
ceed in abstract but must do so according to certain criteria of rationality 
that traditions embody in their historical development. By rationality he 
means the process by which ethical positions are justified through reasoned 
argument.9 The use of the term “tradition” within MacIntyre’s oeuvre has 
received some criticism in the literature for being too fluid.10 One of the 
contributions of Trenery’s book is clarifying some of these ambiguities. 
He notes that while MacIntyre dislikes giving explicit definitions on prin-
ciple,11 a careful study of his writings shows that he uses “tradition” at two 
levels. In common speech, a tradition is constituted by a set of beliefs and 
practices embodied by individuals in their lives within communities. In this 
sense it is – and must be – something openly accessible to ordinary peo-
ple in society, a point that is important to MacIntyre as I shall elaborate 
below.12 But MacIntyre’s primary focus is on what he calls a tradition of 
enquiry, which is a metalevel of specialized intellectual activity undertaken 
to test, refine and justify the beliefs and practices at the first level.13 

MacIntyre describes six stages through which a tradition in the former 
sense passes as it develops into a tradition in the latter sense. The first stage 
is comprised of beliefs, institutions and practices upon which authority 
is conferred, but that are not subject to systematic questioning.14 In the 
second stage, this status quo is put under pressure, possibly through the 
emergence within the nascent tradition of rival incompatible interpreta-
tions, or the pressure exerted by foreign ideas or new circumstances.15 The 
third stage consists of the emergence of reformulations and reevaluations of 
existing doctrine, so as to overcome the problems identified at the
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former level. Here, MacIntyre is careful to note in the context of religious 
traditions:

Where a person or a text is assigned an authority which derives from what is 
taken to be their relationship to the divine, that sacred authority will be thereby 
in the course of this process exempt from repudiation, although its utterances 
may certainly be subject to reinterpretation. It is indeed one of the marks of 
what is taken to be sacred that it is so exempted.16

These three stages seem from MacIntyre’s analysis to be necessarily part 
of tradition-constituted enquiry, such that only upon reaching the third 
stage would a body of activity be appropriately termed a tradition in his 
technical sense.17 There are also at least three further stages that MacIntyre 
mentions, which represent the mature development of a tradition, though 
he does not so number them. The fourth stage is that of verification: the 
continual refinement and testing of the answers supplied by the tradition by 
subjecting them to dialectical questioning and the framing of objections.18 
The fifth is the institutionalization and regulation of its forms of enquiry – 
a methodological stage – while the sixth is the development of a theoretical 
account of them.19 The later stages of the tradition are considered to be 
rationally superior in allowing a better correspondence between the mind 
and its objects.20

MacIntyre goes on to argue that upon reaching this level of theoretical 
maturity, the conception of rationality and truth within a tradition is dis-
tinguished by its initial contingent origin in a set of established beliefs and, 
to a certain extent, the particularities of language, alongside a given social 
and natural environment.21 Inevitably there will be a number of first prin-
ciples, yet these are not self-justifying. Rather, they are vindicated by their 
emergence in the first three stages and their survival of dialectical question-
ing in the fourth.22 

Elsewhere, MacIntyre uses this idea to defend his own Thomistic posi-
tion in the face of the contemporary philosophical critique that it cannot 
lay down indubitable first principles.23 In fact, he turns the argument back 
on the Enlightenment “encyclopaedic” mode of enquiry, by arguing that 
its construct of a universal, impersonal rationality is undermined by the 
existence of alternative competing rationalities, such as the “genealogical” 
mode of Nietzsche, which unmasks its neutral stance as a hidden will-
to-power.24 Thus MacIntyre deploys tradition-constituted rationality to 
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explain the incommensurability of conceptions of justice proposed by rival 
traditions.25 

A crucial point follows – one that has been the cause of much misunder-
standing. In MacIntyre’s words:

There is no standing ground, no place for enquiry, no way to engage in the 
practices of advancing, evaluating, accepting, and rejecting reasoned argument 
apart from that which is provided by some particular tradition or other.26

If understood as meaning that every human being has a contingent his-
tory, language and so forth, this is trivially true. Yet that would be to miss 
the point of MacIntyre’s argument, which is that there is no such thing as 
rationality qua rationality. Anyone who tries to reach a position of pure 
reason fails to acknowledge the contingency of their own existence (and 
therefore thinking) and the need for rationality to always be embedded in a 
history and socially grounded within a tradition. 

For MacIntyre, the social grounding of rationality is paramount because 
he sees it as reason giving, or justificatory, within human social interaction. 
He writes, “For an individual either to be or to appear rational is then for 
that individual to participate in the norm-governed transactions and rela-
tionships of a particular institutionalized social order.”27 MacIntyre is not 
here arguing for the impossibility of thought, or even kinds of reasoning, 
outside of traditions, but for the type of systematic enquiry involving the 
reciprocal justification and evaluation of arguments between individuals.28 
Another way to put this claim is that just as intellectual activity is only 
considered a tradition when it reaches his third stage of development, tra-
dition-constituted enquiry only occurs from this point.

His argument is not intended to dismiss the possibility of a hypothetical 
lone individual engaging in advanced reasoning, such as that envisaged by 
Ibn Ţufayl (d. 581/1185) in his classic thought experiment Ĥayy b. Yaqżān, 
though it does make implausible the idea that such a person could go on to 
develop a systematic philosophy. The real thrust of MacIntyre’s case is that, 
within the lived reality of the world, human beings are neither free from 
a social context that informs their rationality, nor can they abstract them-
selves from it.29 He writes of such an imagined individual, “this may well be 
someone whom it is very difficult to be outside the arenas of philosophical 
and literary discussion.”30 MacIntyre’s position is undoubtedly informed by 
his freely acknowledged debt to Aristotle, who remarks, “the city (polis) 
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belongs to the things that exist by nature, and that man is a political animal. 
He who is without a city (polis) through nature rather than chance is either 
a mean sort or superior to man.”31

MacIntyre has encountered a number of criticisms for his theory of tra-
dition-constituted enquiry. Two central arguments made against his work 
are firstly that his own metatheory effectively stands outside of all traditions 
and thus lapses into incoherence; and secondly that it implies a profound 
relativity towards truth.32 One of those to put forward the former case is 
Jennifer Herdt, who argues that MacIntyre’s claim that there are no neu-
tral grounds of rationality amounts to a performative self-contradiction.33 
She reads it as meaning “if anything determinate, something like ‘with-
in this particular tradition, there are no tradition-independent grounds of 
judgment,’”34 which is incoherent (or at least tautological). In the collected 
volume After MacIntyre, he responds directly to this critique by elaborating 
on his earlier position that truth claims may be formulated universally, but 
their rational justification must take place within the frame of reference 
provided by a given tradition:35

[T]here is nothing paradoxical at all in asserting that from within particular 
traditions assertions of universal import may be and are made, assertions for-
mulated within the limits set by the conceptual, linguistic and argumentative 
possibilities of that tradition, but assertions which involve the explicit rejection 
of any incompatible claim, advanced in any terms whatsoever from any rival 
standpoint.36

As Trenery has argued, MacIntyre’s position combines both contin-
gent and universal elements.37 While the term “tradition-constituted” 
suggests that ethical enquiry and even rationality emerge from historically 
grounded phenomena, he believes that the truth claims of traditions may be 
asserted over the domains of other traditions.38 Moreover, he includes with-
in this his own analysis, which seems to be a representative of his sixth “the-
oretical” stage. MacIntyre’s claim to speak universally about tradition-con-
stituted processes from within his own tradition is not then contradictory, 
though he may find it impossible to vindicate it against a rival viewpoint 
that does not share his starting assumptions. So, this critique of MacIntyre’s 
metatheory of rationality collapses into the second charge, that of relativity 
in truth.39

MacIntyre deals with the problem of relativism by drawing a distinction 
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between truth and justification. Imagine two rival traditions, each with its 
own claim to truth. Insofar as these claims contradict, it is only possible that 
one is correct, yet each sustains a justification of its claims within the frame-
work of its own system.40 The inference to be drawn is that at least one of 
the traditions is flawed, either in its first principles, its rational process, or 
the relationship of both to truth, however that is conceived. The problem, 
then, is not relativity in truth but undecidability in justification, arising 
from incommensurability in standards of rationality.41 

Even should the dispute prove interminable, whereby neither side is 
able to win the other over to its standards, this says nothing decisive about 
the nature of truth and everything about the limits of rational justification. 
In MacIntyre’s mature view, which includes his reading of the Thomist 
tradition, a distinction must be drawn between truth, as understood from 
one’s own first principles, and the justification that may be found acceptable 
to another reasoning from shared rational premises.42 It is only within a 
post-Enlightenment context that truth and reason have become so tightly 
bound together that what is not definitively provable on rational grounds 
can be so easily construed as truth-relative,43 as many critics of MacIntyre 
unwittingly demonstrate.

If MacIntyre stopped at the point of elaborating radically incommen-
surable traditions of rationality, his perspective would still be worthy of 
interest. But he goes further to offer a method by which traditions can 
come into conversation and potentially decide points of incommensurable 
difference between them. This should not be too surprising, as the ability 
to represent their claims to each other and to enter into disagreement in 
the first place presupposes some commonality in translatability of language 
and shared logic.44 MacIntyre argues that through familiarity with a rival 
tradition’s modes of thought and a kind of creative empathy it is possible 
to fairly represent its claims. In fact, one of the obvious achievements of 
MacIntyre’s own work is his skill in animating the various traditions that 
act as his protagonists. 

From this point, a number of dialectical engagements are possible: mov-
ing over to the new tradition (as MacIntyre himself did in embracing Aris-
totelianism and then Thomism);45 rationally defeating it; or even synthesiz-
ing a third tradition from the two. In this latter case, he gives the example 
of Aquinas, who was simultaneously fluent in the Augustinian and Aristo-
telian traditions of his time, and thus able to combine them in Thomism.46 
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It is in this distinctive idea of direct interaction between rival traditions of 
reason that MacIntyre makes his strongest case against relativism and sets 
the stage for my preliminary engagement with the liberal perspective from 
an Islamic tradition of justice, which is the ultimate purpose of this chapter.

MacIntyre argues that one tradition is able to vindicate itself vis-à-vis 
another with respect to rationality by a demonstration of its superior ratio-
nal resources.47 It does this by reformulating the predicament of its oppo-
nent in its own terms to solve problems that were insoluble from the rival 
tradition’s perspective. In his words:

 
For among those resources, so it is claimed, is an ability not only to identify as 
limitations, defects, and errors of the opposing view what are or ought to be 
taken to be limitations, defects, and errors in the light of the standards of the 
opposing view itself, but also to explain in precise and detailed terms what it 
is about the opposing view which engenders just these particular limitations, 
defects and errors and also what it is about that view which must deprive it of 
the resources required for understanding, overcoming, and correcting them.48

Within his works, MacIntyre gives examples meant to show that from 
the perspective of his Thomistic tradition, various other intellectual tradi-
tions may be rationally defeated in this way.49 But he also presents a scenar-
io in which, despite having apparently demonstrated this superiority with 
respect to rationality from within his tradition, a rival – he uses utilitarian-
ism – would be unwilling to accept defeat due to its radically different first 
principles.50 

It is for this reason that Gerald McKenny argues that perhaps MacIntyre 
is not entirely successful in avoiding a kind of relativism. He points out that 
MacIntyre’s theory requires a given tradition to be epistemologically open 
to the resources provided by its rival, yet there is no reason from within 
the first tradition to abandon those of its own standards that preclude this 
alternative perspective. McKenny observes that if two traditions reach an 
impasse that they are unable to resolve through shared rational enquiry, 
then the moral world is relativized in practice, even if not in theory.51 I 
would argue, however, that this point all but vindicates MacIntyre’s case. If 
he succeeds in setting out a consistent theory by which rival traditions may 
dialectically judge the strength of their rationally held positions and he is 
able to provide examples of how such debates have occurred in history, it is 
to his credit. It is unfair to burden him with resolving all moral difference. 
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Rather, it seems sufficient that he shows that it is possible in principle for 
adherents of diverse traditions to empathically appreciate and accept the 
rational superiority of their counterparts. 

Another argument that can be raised against MacIntyre is that he fails to 
account for the power dynamics at play in the history of ethical debate. A 
school of thought does not succeed merely by rationally defeating its rivals, 
but for a host of reasons, including considerations of politics.52 MacIntyre, 
an erstwhile Marxist, is well aware of the importance of material circum-
stances in history, though it is fair to say that he emphasizes the impact of 
rational debate at their expense in his mature period. This point does not 
undercut his theory of tradition-constituted enquiry, however, as he can 
argue that a certain tradition, such as his own Thomism, or NeoAristote-
lianism, can become eclipsed within a certain geographical and historical 
space without thereby losing the argument on rational grounds. A large 
part of MacIntyre’s argument in After Virtue is devoted to the stages by 
which an Aristotelian virtue ethics, despite its superiority, became eclipsed 
within the Western ethical tradition.53 In many ways, his later Gifford 
Lectures, which became Three Rival Versions of Moral Enquiry, can be psycho-
logically read as MacIntyre rerunning the core debates and showing that 
Aristotelian Thomists had the moral victory. 

If MacIntyre’s method is admitted as a possible frame for an engagement 
between conceptions of justice in the liberal and Islamic traditions, it is 
necessary to provide an outline of each one and to identify the major points 
of incommensurability between them. This will be the subject of the next 
two sections.   

 
MacIntyre’s Analysis of Justice in the Liberal Tradition

In Whose Justice? Which Rationality? MacIntyre tackles the question of jus-
tice in liberalism directly, treating the liberal tradition as a distinct tradition 
of enquiry with its own standards of justification.54 He does not, however, 
give it as much attention as the other traditions he analyzes, instead paint-
ing broad brushstrokes.55 More sustained critical treatment of the liberal 
tradition, especially the notion of the secular, has been provided by figures 
who have engaged with MacIntyre’s contributions to the field, such as Talal 
Asad and Charles Taylor.56 As this essay is only a preliminary attempt to 
use MacIntyre’s ideas to consider the case of liberal and Māturīdite theories 
of justice, it is useful to add to the previous section by sketching his assess-
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ment of liberalism. A full engagement with liberal thought would require 
considerably more attention to a full array of its representatives and critics.  

One of MacIntyre’s main claims, substantiated by his discussion of 
liberalism, is that a tradition’s standards of justice are subordinated to the 
rational framework in which they are embedded. The liberal tradition of 
rationality, which arguably goes back through Hobbes to the Ancient Greek 
Sophists, explains social action through the present aims and interests of 
individuals, rather than a teleological ordering, as understood by Aristotle, 
Aquinas and al-Māturīdī, in which the good is ontologically prior to indi-
vidual desires.57 MacIntyre argues that liberalism transposes the individual’s 
nature as a customer within the marketplace into rational enquiry.58 That is, 
the good is privatized and each individual seeks their own good in diverse 
aspects of their life and, in doing so, ranks their preferences as follows:

I want it to be the case that such and such; Doing so and so will enable me 
to achieve its being the case that such and such; There is no other way of so 
enabling me which I prefer; Doing so and so will not frustrate any equal or 
stronger preference.59

 
From this perspective, individuals may argue for a range of principles by 

which justice is to be achieved within society and by some form of aggrega-
tion these shape the socio-moral landscape. The liberal order, however, in 
being opposed to any single conception of the good that supervenes upon 
all aspects of human life, allows no position to win against the others.60 All 
that the various philosophical debates of social contractarians, utilitarians, 
Marxists and Kantians amount to is better clarification of the commitments 
engendered by their starting assumptions, not a method by which to choose 
one rather than another.61 It is perhaps for this reason that MacIntyre does 
not provide a detailed analysis of the variations between them; his purpose 
is to demonstrate that they are different aspects of one tradition, which 
relies upon a single form of rationality. 

MacIntyre draws several conclusions from this, which he ranks within 
levels. First, there is no substantive agreement about what justice is to con-
sist of within the liberal order as there is no consensus on human good.62 
Second, despite their differences, the diverse approaches to justice within 
liberalism are predicated on a shared conception of a liberal individual of 
a certain rational stamp; one who chooses which ethical theory is prefera-
ble just as they engage in ranking preferences in other parts of their life.63 
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Third, within the “marketplace of ideas”, justice, which cannot be defin-
itively settled, becomes a matter of ensuring equality in terms of one’s 
ability to take a place at the bargaining table and to put forward preferences 
to be accounted in whatever form of aggregation is successful.64 Fourth, 
that the ultimate appeal to justice is within a legal system that may, on 
occasion, invoke any of the philosophical positions deemed acceptable 
within the liberal sphere – as there is no settled idea of human good to be 
used as a standard. MacIntyre comments, “The lawyers, not the philoso-
phers, are the clergy of liberalism.”65

Finally, and perhaps ironically, the liberal order’s public insistence that 
there is no good to human life, but rather just the preferences of individuals 
within its political, social and economic spheres, amounts to the hidden 
position that this good is, in effect, nothing other than the perpetuation of 
the very order that offers these choices.66 Therefore, even though liberalism 
is unable to coherently articulate a single principle for justice, it institu-
tionalizes the ongoing debate over its constitution and ensures that it takes 
place on liberal terms. Although not mentioned by MacIntyre here, these 
terms include a rejection of any appeal to phenomena that lie outside the 
post-Enlightenment criteria for rationally admissible public evidence, such 
as reference to God, religious scripture, or spiritual inspiration.67  

This is a key point in debating justice with the Islamic tradition from 
the liberal perspective. An avowed liberal would surely argue that the best 
opportunity to secure justice is on the basis of a universal reason that is 
assumed to be extended equally to all individuals without appeal to tradi-
tional authority.68 This reflects a tendency within liberalism to implicitly 
exclude what is distinctively religious from the question of public morality, 
as has long been the case in the Christian tradition.69 Therefore, any Islamic 
standard of justice faces an immediate credibility problem in the West: if 
Christian claims appealing to the religious and moral heritage are treated 
with skepticism, a fortiori Muslim ones will be. 

A potential solution to this problem has been proposed by John Rawls 
through his notion of a political liberalism that claims to allow multiple 
incompatible comprehensive theories of the good to co-exist based on an 
“overlapping consensus”.70 This would, in theory, allow the adherents of 
various traditions to come to agreement on basic points of political order. 
But for the scheme to work, Rawls requires the adherents of various tradi-
tions to be “reasonable”, meaning that they justify their views in a manner 
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that other free and equal citizens could also accept.71 Thus, Rawls’s scheme 
is based on finding a solution to the problem of how various traditions can 
reach political consensus within a preexisting liberal order via a distinctive-
ly liberal form of rationality. Notably, within the limits of this practical 
proposal, Mohammad Fadel argues that the theological resources of Islam 
do potentially allow a Muslim to “reconcile her normative commitments 
to Islam as a comprehensive theory of the good and her political commit-
ments to a liberal constitutional order.”72

The purpose of this chapter, however, is not to deal with commitments 
predicated on the dominance of the liberal political order, but to explore 
the underlying philosophical debates about the nature of justice that may, 
from a different theory of the good, even put such an order into question. 
The power of MacIntyre’s analysis is to undermine the assumed neutrali-
ty of liberal rationality and to reveal its disguised societal will-to-power. 
He not only annuls its philosophical priority by exposing it to the cut and 
thrust of tradition-constituted enquiry, but astutely particularizes this gen-
eral conclusion to assert that no other perspective can take on the mantle of 
a neutral arbiter of value.    

  
Justice in the Māturīdite Tradition

As with liberalism, the broad category of Islamic tradition precedes the spe-
cific theories of justice that may be articulated from within it.73 This means 
that mapping the main frameworks of rationality that provide resources 
for tradition-constituted enquiry is a useful starting point. Here, Sherman 
Jackson explodes the standard dichotomy within study of Islamic history 
between so-called Rationalism and Traditionalism. He proposes that rather 
than the use of reason, or the lack thereof, being central to characterizing 
the difference between them, both theological tendencies embody distinct 
regimes of reason. He argues that the approach taken by the rational theo-
logians (mutakallimūn) draws on the Aristotelian-Neoplatonic tradition as 
a discursive way of thinking about revelation, whereas the Traditionalists 
(ahl al-ĥadīth) – represented foremost by collectors and compilers of pro-
phetic traditions – rely on a continuous, informal, selective endorsement of 
revealed and traditional material in the light of new ideas.74

The kind of rational justification required by a MacIntyrean engage-
ment between traditions makes the former “Rationalist” mode of Muslim 
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theology a more attractive prospect for the present task. Three major tra-
ditions within Islamic theological history are particularly significant: the 
Mu¢tazilites, the Ash¢arites and the Māturīdites.75 Though these theological 
schools differ on key metaethical questions bearing on social justice, at the 
level of fundamental reason their selective appropriation of aspects of the 
rational framework of Aristotelian-Neoplatonic thought at MacIntyre’s 
second and third stages of tradition makes them more similar to each other 
(and to MacIntyre’s own Thomistic perspective) than to the varieties of lib-
eral thought entertained in the modern philosophy department.

In the remainder of this chapter, I will build upon my own prior study 
of Qur’anic social justice in the light of Māturīdite theology, especially its 
eponymous figure Abū ManŚūr al-Māturīdī, to outline the major aspects 
of a Māturīdite theory of justice.76 I suggest that this perspective has the 
potential to emerge as a credible participant in debate with other traditions, 
including the liberal perspectives discussed in the previous section. Despite 
undergoing development in the course of its history, the Māturīdite tradi-
tion has disguised the historicity of its own genesis – as such traditions tend 
to do – thereby typically attributing its entire theological repertoire to its 
eponym or even beyond him to the early Iraqī theologian Abū Ĥanīfah (d. 
150/767).77 In the theoretical language of tradition-constituted enquiry, it 
seemingly has not hitherto become fully self-conscious of its own reformu-
lations, refinements and methodological institutionalization, meaning that 
it has not reached MacIntyre’s sixth stage.78 

To speak of Māturīdism in this way requires an acknowledgment that 
theology is a human construct.79 While the theory I put forward will draw 
from the earlier school tradition, it must necessarily be a contemporary 
approach to theology, a so-called kalām jadīd.80 Just as the rational position 
of al-Māturīdī emerged from engagement with the data of revelation in an 
Aristotelian-Neoplatonic milieu, my rereading of this tradition attempts 
to frame it within a theoretical account of its own processes of moral 
enquiry as developed by figures such as MacIntyre. It could be called “neo-
Māturīdism” to signify this self-reflexive approach, as well as its debt to the 
world of contemporary thought that any credible theology must engage.81 
This would recall, yet interestingly contrast with, the more common 
“neo-Mu¢tazilite” epithet given to a number of modern Muslim thinkers 
who favour a return to rational thinking in a manner that they claim is rem-
iniscent of the Mu¢tazilites.82 
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The concept of justice in Māturīdite thought is inextricably linked to 
God’s wisdom (ĥikmah). This identification is found in al-Māturīdī’s Kitāb 
al-tawĥīd in unambiguous terms: “The explanation of wisdom is ‘hitting 
the mark’, which is putting everything in its place; that is the meaning of 
justice and His action does not divert from it.”83 Considering this explan-
atory gloss – which bases God’s justice on His wisdom – in the context of 
al-Māturīdī’s theological system, there is no attribute beyond God’s wis-
dom that regulates what the “place” for everything in creation should be. 
His eternal wisdom is given equal status to His omniscience, whereby He 
cannot be ignorant, and His self-sufficiency, which precludes Him acting 
for a personal benefit of any kind.84 The distinctive focus of al-Māturīdī on 
the attribute of wisdom has been noticed in the literature and its sources 
and implications deserve further investigation.85

The Māturīdite approach to justice within human society is thus based 
on a number of metaphysical postulates flowing from God who creates a 
contingent world, the natural moral properties within it (natural law), and 
the supernatural communication of revelation (divine law). God’s eternal 
attribute of wisdom (ĥikmah) is identified as the basic source of all three 
aspects of reality.86 Thus, the world contains signs that point to the wis-
dom of its Creator, including the existence of morality, which is naturally 
accessible to human beings,87 and the distinctive messages sent with proph-
ets that provide corroboration and a further extension of these truths.88 If 
life within the world can furnish the human being with knowledge of the 
existence of God and a moral code, then the natural law is to be treated, 
in principle, as authoritative over all people.89 What are the limits of the 
natural law from a Māturīdite perspective? My approach is to treat both 
the code of basic moral rules (aĥkām; sing. ĥukm) and the principles under-
lying them (ĥikmahs) as potentially discoverable via experience and reflec-
tion.90 But the application of these rules and principles to particular cases 
is not known with certainty and requires a process of deliberation and the 
development of practical wisdom in the person of the moral agent, ideally 
supported by the guidance of revelation.

The divine law, as found in the Qur’an and Sunnah of the Prophet 
Muhammad, goes beyond the natural law in several respects. First, it deals 
with matters of worship that are not rationally determinable, for instance 
the number of ritual prayers to be performed per day. Secondly, the divine 
law provides rulings that make the ĥikmahs of the law operative within a 
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specific prophetic community. Such dispensations of the Shari¢ah (divine 
law and moral code) have a long history prior to the Prophet Muhammad, 
who brings the culminating revealed intervention in human history. As 
such, his Shari¢ah can abrogate the laws – though not the underlying moral 
principles – within the Torah of Moses and the Evangel of Jesus.91

Insofar as a shari¢ah is revealed to a prophet, and applied to situations 
he deals with, it is not subject to doubt or amendment by human agents. 
But according to the present theory, the rightness of a prophet’s shari¢ah 
is predicated on its goodness read as an objective moral quality; it varies 
between revealed dispensations precisely because the manner by which the 
good can be realised may shift with time and place.92 Another way to put 
this point is that the ĥikmahs of the law are the causes that God assigns to 
bring their associated rules into existence.93 Thus, it is a teleological sys-
tem such that performance of right action can only be understood within a 
metaphysical context of beneficial and wise purposes. 

The question of how the law is to be understood after the lifetime of the 
Prophet Muhammad is one for which the present Māturīdite reading offers 
a challenge to prevailing classical approaches to legal theory. Al-Māturīdī 
states that it is possible for ijtihād (exhaustive legal enquiry) or ijmā¢ (con-
sensus) to determine when the cause of a Qur’anic rule is not present and so 
its associated rule is abrogated, even after the period of revelation.94 Once it 
is appreciated that naskh (abrogation) does not just refer to God’s repeal of 
one law by another, but also the juristic tool used to determine the decreed 
expiration times of rulings,95 such a position is not inherently implausible.96 
Moreover, within such a framework, a rule abrogated when its wisdom is 
not met can be reinstated when it is once more or can be replaced by a more 
suitable rule. One of the roles of the ulema, according to this conception, 
is to use their expert knowledge to not only clarify – at the level of rules – 
how the multivariate texts of the Qur’an and Sunna are to be understood 
and apparent conflicts reconciled, but to check the application of their 
underlying principles to the ever-changing world. 

Where does justice come in? On the social level, it is the ideal wise pur-
pose (ghāyah, or telos) to which the ĥikmahs of the natural and divine law 
collectively lead.97 Theologically, each of these principles can be read as the 
created effect of eternal divine wisdom, meaning that the just society is one 
that fully embodies the providential good order of its creator. As within the 
Qur’anic picture, life in the world is meant as a test of human excellence.98 
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Even if it may be very difficult, or impossible, to realise justice in the world, 
it is the duty of humanity to pursue it. 

Vital to this effort is the role of the personal moral agency of individual 
human beings who act with justice in their daily interactions. One of the 
most important qualities that each person should inculcate is ĥikmah, in the 
sense of practical wisdom. This allows one to attain the wise purposes of 
the natural and divine law, which are founded in God’s attribute of ĥikmah. 
Within a virtue ethics framework, it can be considered a principal good, 
as mentioned in the Qur’anic verse 2:269, “[God] gives wisdom to whom-
soever He wishes and the one who is given wisdom has received abundant 
good.”99 Moreover, just as was mentioned above in relation to the natu-
ral law, the divine law no less requires practical decision-making by every 
responsible agent in their application of moral and legal rules to the diverse 
circumstances of life.100 Unlike an approach to Islamic law in which jurists 
are expected to deduce a specific ĥukm for every conceivable situation in 
a person’s life – the stereotype is an abdication of moral responsibility by 
continually turning to a mufti, or jurisconsult, for a fatwā (legal opinion) 
– the just individual is meant to develop the ability to judge how the rules 
and principles of the Shari¢ah relate to their diverse experiences.101 In fact, 
notwithstanding the importance of expert jurists for specialised intellectual 
work, such an approach is much closer to the original meaning of the word 
fiqh as fahm (understanding), than its later technical translation as “jurispru-
dence” for a discipline accessible only to an elite class of ulema.

What, then, would a Māturīdite theology make of the liberal tradition’s 
conception(s) of justice? According to MacIntyre’s metatheory, if the ratio-
nal standards of two traditions are incommensurable, then the first would 
have to be able to explain not only the limitations of the second’s view, but 
why its rival is unable to overcome them within its own rational frame-
work. But, as discussed above, this only amounts to a rational defeat if the 
rival tradition would see it in these terms. Could Māturīdism push liberal-
ism into a state of epistemic crisis? To do so, it would have to work from its 
own first principles to systematically unmask liberalism’s failure to provide 
a rationally satisfying account of the good.

I will now draw on MacIntyre’s critique of liberalism to suggest a line 
of argument that could be pursued. As discussed in the previous section, 
liberalism adopts the stance of a consumer seeking personal preferences and 
so is always in the business of ranking various conflicting desires, duties, or 
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contractual obligations relating to the different aspects of human life. Its re-
jection of a teleological view means that it can never look at the individual, 
let alone the society, as serving a greater moral purpose. The Māturīdite 
perspective could argue that this lack of a single conception of the good in 
human life is a hollowness at the core of liberalism in stark contrast to its 
own vision of unified meaning through participation in the wisdom of the 
divine. Thus, while the liberal paradigm is unable to provide a global theo-
ry to account for moral intuitions about justice, the Māturīdite view could 
argue these intuitions arise consistently from natural law based on a higher, 
purposeful wisdom.102 This arguably would leave liberalism exposed to an 
epistemic crisis that can be diagnosed and treated with resources from with-
in the Islamic tradition. 

Conclusion

My main aim in this chapter has been twofold: to demonstrate the possi-
bility of using a MacIntyrean metatheory to stage an engagement between 
Islamic and liberal conceptions of justice and to outline the specific Islamic 
ethical theory that I think can best undertake this task. I have argued that 
despite a range of valuable critiques over the past decades, many of which 
have helped MacIntyre refine his views, the basic notion of tradition-con-
stituted enquiry has emerged unscathed as a useful tool for debate between 
radically different traditions of rationality and ethics. Though it has been 
able to withstand the critique that it collapses into relativism, it is less clear 
that the engagement between those with different first principles will 
always result in a decisive victory for a single tradition.

In the arena of debate between conceptions of justice, MacIntyre’s 
critique of the liberal tradition may be a way to move beyond the unre-
solvable contestation between its vying theories. In his entry in the Stanford 
Encyclopedia of Philosophy, David Miller implicitly confirms MacIntyre’s con-
clusion that none of the contemporary liberal philosophical options pro-
vide a comprehensive treatment of considered convictions about justice in 
all the various facets of human life.103

I have proposed that a Māturīdite perspective is able to stand in one of 
the great traditions of Muslim rational theology while also benefiting from 
the diverse perspectives available within modern thought. Sherman Jackson 
comments on the possible utility of the Māturīdite standpoint for Muslim 
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theology in the West as follows: “it may constitute the untried theological 
panacea that is firmly grounded in and identified with Sunni Tradition.”104 
In terms of conceiving of justice from within this tradition, I have sketched 
the main principles upon which it can be constituted as an ethical theory, 
which involve the concept of God’s wisdom and its relevance to natural and 
divine law. I then provided some initial reflections on the terms in which 
such a theory could attempt to engage the liberal tradition and to provoke 
an epistemic crisis. 

It is not obvious that proponents of liberalism would, in practice, accept 
rational defeat from those debating with an Islamic ethical framework, not-
withstanding that such a refusal would likely reflect factors transcending 
rational argumentation alone. It may be that MacIntyre’s Thomistic – or 
as he now prefers – NeoAristotelian tradition would have more success by 
showing, as he has himself endeavored to do in his career, that the liberal 
tradition is composed of dislocated fragments from its own moral frame-
work.105 Perhaps the more productive engagement for Islamic thought 
would be with such a fellow theistic tradition committed to the natural 
law. But in that case does the conversation have to be framed only in com-
petitive and antagonistic terms?  

I have now returned to the initial question of how Muslims can hold 
on to their particular tradition-constituted conception of justice yet act 
in concert with others. According to the present argument, the practical 
moral rules and principles of natural law should be the standard that 
Muslims require other traditions to uphold and the basis on which they 
build collaborative platforms. This shared approach may manifest most eas-
ily with theists who ground their moral vision within a scriptural tradition, 
though it should here be emphasized that, in general, the rulings prescribed 
by the Islamic dispensation of divine law would only be treated as binding 
upon members of the Muslim community.106 

Of course, philosophical interaction will necessarily also be broached 
with those, such as adherents of liberalism, who do not accept the precepts, 
or the underlying theology, of the natural law as formulated within an 
Islamic theory of justice. It is here that the MacIntyrean framework 
remains an important method for empathetic engagement that may result 
in greater mutual appreciation of the alternative rationalities grounding 
diverse moral intuitions about justice.
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